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ABSTRACT

The comparative evaluation of the quality of different Ambisonic decoding strategies presents a number of
challenges, most notably the lack of a suitable reference signal other than the original, real-world audio scene.
In this paper a new test methodology for the evaluation of Ambisonic decoders is presented, using a virtual
loudspeaker, binaural rendering approach. A sample study using a MUSHRA test paradigm and three different types
of Ambisonic decoders was conducted and the results analyzed using a variety of different statistical approaches.
The results indicate significant differences between decoders for some attributes and virtual loudspeaker layouts.

1 Introduction

The development of spatial audio reproduction tech-
niques and technologies is an ever expanding area due
to the growing demand for virtual reality and 360 video
content. Ambisonics is a commonly used technique in
these new immersive media, and involves two separate
stages of encoding and decoding [2]. Therefore, the
development of a robust decoder which can provide a
good quality of experience for many different sound
attributes and for a large range of environments is ex-
tremely important when reproducing the recorded or en-
coded scene. Traditional First Order Ambisonic (FOA)
decoders utilize a passive decoding scheme, such as
dual-band decoding via a velocity-based and energy-
based models to optimize the reproduction in different
frequency ranges. Other passive decoding schemes
may also be used, as summarized in [3]. More recent
parametric decoders (subsequently referred to as active
decoders) attempt to improve on this passive method by
extracting meaningful parameters from the Ambisonic
signal and using different rendering techniques for each
parameter [4]. However, the effectiveness of such ac-
tive, parametric decoding methods based on a time-
frequency domain analysis is highly dependent on the
precise nature of the audio signal. Hybrid decoding
strategies are an even more recent development, and
attempt to utilize parametric decoding when it is bene-
ficial to do so, but revert to traditional passive decoding
if not [? ].

Given the range of decoding strategies available, a test
methodology for the comparative evaluation of the per-
ceptual quality of such decoders is required. The as-

sessment of audio rendering quality generally involves
the comparison of the chosen renderer to some known,
quality reference. The evaluation of Ambisonic decod-
ing quality therefore poses a challenge in this regard
due to the lack of a suitable reference, other than the
real, physical audio scene. In addition, the specific
subjective spatial attributes to be evaluated need to be
defined, alongside their relationship to the chosen test
methodology and reference material.

In this paper, such a test methodology is described
and implemented in an initial study involving three,
FOA decoders, rendered to binaural using a virtual-
loudspeaker approach [5]. The three decoders consist
of DAW-based plugins using three distinct decoding
strategies based on traditional passive (classic, mode-
matching weighting [3]), parametric, and hybrid decod-
ing (subsequently referred to here as passive, active,
and hybrid decoders). Although this initial study con-
centrates on FOA, the proposed methodology could
also be utilized for the evaluation of higher order Am-
bisonic decoders.

2 Background

In many respects, the issue of how to subjectively eval-
uate different Ambisonic Decoders when no known
quality reference is available, is quite similar to the
comparison of different spatial audio recording tech-
niques. In such tests, the only reference available as a
ground truth is the original sound scene, and therefore
are usually conducted without the use of a reference,
and based on the comparative rating of different at-
tributes [6, 7]. The evaluation of Ambisonics Decoders



to date either make reference to an internal, recalled
judgement of some spatial attribute or scene [8], or per-
form a comparison between different decoders purely
in terms of their relative performance for specific at-
tributes, such as Apparent Source Width (ASW) [9].
In the former case, previous tests have relied on an
internal reference based on either sound-scenes which
are highly familiar to all listeners (such as traffic and
other soundscapes), or scenes which are familiar for
a specific set of expert listeners (such as concert hall
acoustics).

The preceding discussion illustrates some of the chal-
lenges in designing a test methodology for the evalua-
tion of Ambisonic decoders. While comparative studies
may be performed without a reference, particularly for
specific contexts such as classical music recordings,
this approach relies on expert listeners with a strong
familiarity with the test material. For the quantitative
evaluation of Ambisonic decoders, which can and are
used to decode a wide range of spatial audio signals in
a variety of different contexts, a different test method-
ology involving the use of an appropriate reference
signal for comparison is therefore required. Certain
attributes such as localization accuracy and locatedness
can potentially be assessed through the direct compar-
ison with a simple, real audio object, such as a single
loudspeaker. However, for other important attributes
such as timbre, spaciousness, naturalness, or presence,
determining a suitable reference is more challenging.
This problem is the principle challenge when designing
a test methodology for spatial audio decoders. Fun-
damentally, how can one assess which spatial audio
decoder best represents the original, real sound-scene,
if that original scene is not immediately available for
comparison? Put simply, what is the available ground
truth in any such comparative test?

While loudspeaker reproduction is optimal for the spe-
cific decoders being evaluated here, and will be eval-
uated in a later paper, it raises some significant chal-
lenges in terms of the test methodology, most notably
the choice of a suitable reference. In addition, such an
approach was problematic at this time due to the restric-
tions associated with the Covid pandemic. In this initial
study, the use of binaural reproduction supported the
delivery of an online listening test, using headphones,
but also simplified the choice of reference signal. In
addition, this paper contains an investigation of other
relevant factors, such as the specific loudspeaker layout
to be used for playback, and the choice of perceptual

attributes to be assessed.

3 Test Methodology

The design of this test comprises of 2 groupings of
test signals; object-based signals and recording-based
signals. As binaural reproduction was used for play-
back, references could be created through direct bin-
aural rendering of monophonic samples using Head
Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs) or through direct
binaural recording using a binaural microphone. Sim-
ilarly, the test stimuli could be created through direct
encoding to FOA or by recording using an FOA micro-
phone. Once encoded or recorded, Ambisonic signals
were decoded and rendered to binaural using a virtual
loudspeaker approach, in which each loudspeaker sig-
nal was rendered to binaural via direct convolution
with a HRIR [5]. These HRIR’s were taken from the
SADIE II database [10], which were captured using a
Neumann KU-100 binaural microphone in an anechoic
chamber, and included post-processing in the form of
low frequency compensation and diffuse field equal-
ization. Two loudspeaker layouts were selected for
this study, namely a cube and a 11.1 (7.1.4) configura-
tion. Although the commonly used Cube loudspeaker
layout is highly efficient in terms of the low number
of virtual loudspeakers involved, this along with the
lack of speaker positions on the horizontal plane po-
tentially represents a challenging layout for certain
attributes, particularly azimuth localization accuracy.
For the Cube layout, loudspeakers were placed at +/-
45 degrees elevation, and 90 degree intervals on the
horizontal plane starting at 45 degrees. The second
configuration chosen was a more cinematic style lay-
out, namely 11.1 (7.1.4). In contrast to the Cube, this
layout includes 7 loudspeakers on the horizontal plane
(at 0, 30, -30, 90, -90, 150, & -150 degrees azimuth),
and 4 overhead loudspeakers (at 45, -45, 135, & -135
degrees azimuth, and 45 degrees elevation).

For the object-based tests, reference signals were cre-
ated through the direct convolution of anechoic samples
with SADIE HRIRs for a given angle(s), shown in fig 1.
This therefore eliminated the influence of the binaural
rendering as a factor in the comparison of the test sig-
nals and reference by using the same HRIR set for both
the creation of the reference signal, and for the binaural
rendering of the decoded loudspeaker signals. For the
recording-based tests, the reference consisted of either
a direct binaural recording of a real scene, or an ane-



choic test signal convolved with a BRIR. Direct record-
ings were taken using TCD’s KU-100 binaural mic,
while the anechoic samples were convolved with KU-
100 BRIRs taken from the MAIR Huddersfield open
access library [11]. The test stimuli signals comprised
of a direct FOA recording or FOA encoded samples
convolved with MAIR RIRs, which were then decoded,
and rendered to binaural as before, as shown in figure
2. The difference in HRIRs/BRIRs sets used in the
reference creation process and binauralization process
resulted in unwanted timbral differences between the 2
sets which had to be compensated for to ensure a fair
test was conducted.

Fig. 1: Test stimuli generation for object-based tests

Fig. 2: Test stimuli generation for recording-based
tests

3.1 HRIR Post-processing Compensation

The timbral difference between the reference signals
and test signals for the recording based tests was at-
tributed to the low frequency compensation and diffuse
field equalization present in the SADIE HRIRs but not
present in the MAIR HRIRs/BRIRs. A compensation
filter was therefore designed and applied directly to
the reference recordings to eliminate any timbral dif-

ferences between the two signal sets, apart from those
which resulted due to the decoders themselves. This
was achieved through a diffuse-equalisation approach,
previously used by McKenzie et al. as a method for
improving high frequency reproduction in Ambisonics
without resorting to the use of higher orders [12].

A set of SADIE HRIRs and newly recorded, unpro-
cessed KU100 HRIRs (of identical angles) were used to
generate a diffuse field for each set. This was calculated
using the “computeDiffuseFieldIR” matlab function
provided in the 3D3A toolbox developed by Princeton
University [13]. This function applies a FFT to a set of
HRIRs, calculates the root-mean-square of the HRTFs
and applies an inverse FFT to give the final diffuse
field response in the time domain, as seen in figure 3.
Before compensation, the Genelec speaker response
(contained in the new HRIRs through recording) had
to be removed from the unprocessed diffuse field. This
was achieved by applying an inverse linear-phase FIR
filter built from the Genelec response recorded by a
GRAS omnidirectional mic. This inverse filter was
built using the “invFIR” Matlab function developed
by Matthes [14]. This function follows the Nelson-
Kirkeby approach which attempts to build a direct in-
verse of the input through a least-squares with regulari-
sation method. A second inverse linear-phase FIR filter
was designed to finally compensate for the difference
between the SADIE, and unprocessed diffuse responses.
This FIR filter was designed as the length of the signal,
0-20,000Hz range, with a Hanning window, 1/5th oc-
tave smoothing and regularisation of 25dB in the pass
band and -5dB outside the pass-band. This filter was ap-
plied directly to the binaural reference recordings to, in
essence, substitute the non-directional timbral informa-
tion of the SADIE HRIRs to the reference recordings
such as to mimic as if the reference recordings were
generated with the SADIE HRIRs.

Fig. 3: Diffuse field equalisation signal flow diagram



4 Assessed Sonic Attributes

A number of studies have attempted to collate, define
and condense various spatial attributes into a set of
relevant and consistently defined attributes [15, 16].
Simple scenes containing a single source in an anechoic
environment are highly controllable and describable,
which simplifies the evaluation, but limits the number
of variables which can be tested. Single sources in
a reverberant environment allows for more attributes
to be evaluated, while more typical program material
containing multiple sources in various locations is far
more complex to control, but also more ecologically
valid. Certain attributes may become ambiguous or
difficult to clearly define for the listener, however, the
real-world nature of this material is still important to
examine, despite these issues. Clearly there are a large
number of spatial attributes which could potentially
be evaluated in terms of the perceptual performance
of Ambisonic decoders. However, given the need to
ensure a reasonable test duration and the avoidance
of listener fatigue, some rationalization of these many
attributes is required. In this initial study therefore,
eight specific attributes common to a number of past
studies were evaluated, namely;

• Localization Accuracy - single static source
• Localization Accuracy - multiple static sources
• Locatedness
• Source Distance
• Ensemble Width
• Spatial Impression/Envelopment
• Timbre
• Naturalness/Presence

These sound characteristics were evaluated on the
two aforementioned virtual loudspeaker layouts using
object-based tests (localization accuracy and located-
ness) and recording-based tests (all the remaining at-
tributes).

4.1 Localizational Accuracy - single source

Four localization accuracy tests were used to evalu-
ate the decoders for single sources at between-speaker
positions on the horizontal plane for both loudspeaker
layouts and two different signal types; namely anechoic
speech and drums.These samples were chosen to pro-
vide good frequency coverage as well as representing
common sound categories. References were created by
directly convolving the anechoic samples with a HRIR
for the chosen angle(s). Low quality anchors were

created by applying a low pass filter at 2kHz to the
anechoic samples and rendering to mono, to drastically
reduce both timbral and spatial quality [17].

4.2 Localizational Accuracy - Multiple Sources

As two of the decoders evaluated utilize an active, para-
metric decoding paradigm involving the analysis of the
input audio signal, it was important to also evaluate
localization accuracy when more than one signal is
present. This is particularly relevant when both source
signals share similar time-frequency content, and when
the source directions are either in close proximity, or
in directly opposite directions. To evaluate localiza-
tion accuracy in these scenarios, four tests were again
devised, two for each loudspeaker layout, and for two
differing source directions. The first two tests utilized
two pseudo-anechoic viola and violin samples from the
Mixing Secrets library [18] in close proximity on the
horizontal plane (separated by 10 degrees) and in be-
tween speaker positions. The last two tests consisted of
anechoic oboe and clarinet samples at diametrically op-
posite directions. References were created by directly
convolving the anechoic samples with HRIRs for the
chosen angle(s). Anchors were created by downmixing
the sample pairs to a monophonic signal and applying
a 2kHz low pass filter.

4.3 Locatedness

Locatedness describes the change in the focus or
spreading of the source signal in either azimuth or ele-
vation. Two tests were derived to test this attribute (one
for each loudspeaker layout), where the test stimuli
were compared to the binaural reference for the height
and width, or overall spread of the sound source for
constant pink noise positioned directly in front of the
listener. The anchors consisted of two decorrelated
streams of pink noise, encoded into FOA at 90 and -90
degrees azimuth, decoded and binaurally rendered, and
then low pass filtered at 2kHz to degrade the frequency
content and increase the spatial spread to a maximum.

4.4 Source Distance

For the four distance tests, the same drum and speech
samples used in the object-based tests were used, for
both loudspeaker layouts, and two different distances
(3 and 5m). The test stimuli were created by convolv-
ing speech and drums samples with FOA RIRs from
the Huddersfield MAIR library [11]) to create a FOA
signal which was then decoded and binauralised as



before. Reference were created by convolving the ane-
choic samples with the MAIR KU100 BRIRs. In this
way, the reference signals consisted of a direct binaural
rendering of the anechoic test signals, but containing
the early reflections, reverberation, and associated dis-
tance cues captured in the BRIR’s. The anchor signals
consisted of the anechoic samples, low pass filtered at
2kHz as before. In this way, the anchor contained no
distance cues and are therefore internalized, thereby
serving as a suitable zero distance anchor.

4.5 Ensemble Width

Ensemble width describes the horizontal spatial extent
of the entire scene, containing multiple sources. While
Localization and ASW describe changes in direction
or spatial extent of individual sources, the ensemble
width describes the overall effect of these potential
changes to the entire scene. To evaluate this attribute,
short samples of direct binaural and FOA recordings
of an a capella vocal group were extracted from the
3D-MARCo open-access database [19]. As with the
MAIR library, the recordings were made in the St.
Paul’s concert hall in Huddersfield, using a KU-100
and Sennheiser Ambeo microphone respectively. The
anchor consisted of a monophonic, omnidirectional mi-
crophone recording taken from the same database, with
a low pass filter applied at 2kHz as before.

4.6 Spatial Impression/Envelopment

A number of different attributes can be used to de-
scribe the overall spatial impression, particularly as
this relates to the perception of enveloping reverbera-
tion. Therefore, this attribute was considered here as
a single attribute, referred to here as Spatial Impres-
sion/Envelopment. The test signals used to evaluate this
attribute consisted of direct binaural and FOA record-
ings from the 3D-MARCo database [19]. Samples
of a recording of a classical trio (piano, violin, and
cello) were used to ensure a degree of variety in fre-
quency content. As with the Ensemble Width tests,
the anchor consisted of a monophonic, omnidirectional
microphone recording taken from the same database,
with a low pass filter applied at 2kHz.

4.7 Timbre

Four tests were designed to investigate timbral quality,
using two differing signal types, and for both loud-
speaker layouts. Given the high familiarity of the tim-
bre of human voices, a different sample from the a
capella vocal group recording from the 3D-MARCo

database [19] was used for the first two timbre tests.
The anchor was created by taking the centre channel
of the Decca tree arrangement from the recording as a
monophonic sample, and low pass filtering it at 2kHz.
The second pair of timbre tests consisted of a synthetic
scene created using anechoic, multitrack recordings by
the Anna Blanton Ensemble, taken from the mixing
Secrets library[18]. Anechoic samples of a lead vocal,
double bass, ukelele, violin, and congas were combined
with a synthesized reverb and directly encoded to bin-
aural to create the reference signal by convolution with
HRIR’s [10] for a range of azimuth angles (0, 45, 75,
285, 315 degrees) and 0 degrees elevation. The same
anechoic samples were also directly encoded to FOA
and subsequently decoded using the three decoders un-
der evaluation and both loudspeaker layouts in order to
generate the three test signals.

4.8 Naturalness/Presence

Attributes such as naturalness, realism, and presence
were also considered here as a single attribute, referred
to as Naturalness/Presence. To ensure ecological va-
lidity it was decided to create a new recording of a
exterior scene containing a highly familiar soundscape,
namely passing traffic, pedestrians, and other city street
sounds. The recording was made concurrently using
KU-100 and Sennheiser Ambeo binaural and FOA mi-
crophones. The anchor signal was derived from the
omnidirectional, monophonic W channel of the FOA
recording, with a low-pass filter at 2kHz applied.

5 Listening Test Implementation

While various test paradigms may be used for blind lis-
tening tests, a Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference
and Anchor (MUSHRA) style test (ITU-R BS.1534-1)
was utilized here due to its ability to allow multiple test
signals to be rated per test instance. The AudioLabs
webMUSHRA interface (shown in figure 4) [20] was
used for the test, and supported standard features such
as synchronous playback of the reference and test sig-
nals, and user controlled loop points. As remote testing
was necessitated due to the Covid pandemic restric-
tions, the webMUSHRA test interface was installed on
a virtual machine hosted in Trinity College Dublin and
made available to test subjects via a URL. Test subjects
were instructed to rate the stimuli with respect to the
reference for the given characteristic under test using
the vertical sliders. Apart from the given reference, five
stimuli are presented to the listener per test, consisting



Test No Test Source Layout Angle (Azi,Ele)
1 Localization, Single Source drums 7.1.4 60:0
2 Localization, Single Source speech 7.1.4 -120:0
3 Localization, Single Source drums Cube 90:0
4 Localization, Single Source speech Cube -60:0

5
Localization, two sources,
close proximity

violin
viola 7.1.4 40,0 ; 50,0

6
Localization, two sources,
close proximity

violin
viola Cube -80,0 ; -90,0

7
Localization, two sources,
diametric positions

oboe
clarinet 7.1.4 -20,0 ; 160,0

8
Localization, two sources,
diametric positions

oboe
clarinet Cube 90,0 ; -90, 0

9 Locatedness pink noise 7.1.4 0,0
10 Locatedness pink noise Cube 0,0

Table 1: Sonic attributes for object-based tests

Test No Test Source Layout Angle (Azi,Ele)

1 Source Distance drums 7.1.4
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs
5m / 10 degrees azi

2 Source Distance speech 7.1.4
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs
5m / 10 degrees azi

3 Source Distance drums Cube
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs
3m / 0 degrees azi

4 Source Distance speech Cube
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs.
3m / 0 degrees azi

5 Ensemble Width vocal group 7.14 KU-100 and AmbiX recordings
6 Ensemble Width vocal group Cube KU-100 and AmbiX recordings

7
Spatial Impression,
Envelopment classical trio 7.14 KU-100 and AmbiX recordings

8
Spatial Impression,
Envelopment classical trio Cube KU-100 and AmbiX recordings

9 Timbre vocal group 7.14 KU-100 and AmbiX recordings
10 Timbre vocal group Cube KU-100 and AmbiX recordings

11 Timbre ensemble 7.14
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs.
various on-stage angles - 3m

12 Timbre ensemble Cube
KU-100 and Ambeo RIRs.
various on-stage angles - 3m

13 Naturalness/Presence exterior scene 7.14
KU-100
AMBEO recording

14 Naturalness/Presence exterior scene Cube
KU-100
AMBEO recording

Table 2: Sonic attributes for recording-based tests



of the passive, active, and hybrid decoder signals, a hid-
den reference and a hidden anchor. After completion
of the test items, a short questionnaire was presented
to gather data on gender, age, listening test experience,
and professional working experience in spatial audio.

Fig. 4: WEBMUSHRA interface from Listening Test

5.1 Listening Test Procedure

Subjects were asked to rate all stimuli in terms of simi-
larity to the available reference, for the given attribute
under evaluation. 25 sets of results were gathered, 22
male and 3 female. The subjects consisted of academics
with past experience of similar tests, and professional
audio engineers. 9 subjects fell in the age range of
20-30, 11 subjects from 30-40, 3 subjects from 40-50,
1 subject from 50-60 and there was 1 60+ participant.
In terms of experience, 6 people stated they had little
experience with critical listening tests, while 19 stated
they were very experienced. 6 people stated they have
not worked professionally in audio, with 4 people stat-
ing they had little experience (1-3yrs), 6 people stating
they had a fair amount of experience (3-5 years) and 9
people stating they have extensive experience working
in audio (5+ years).

The ITU standard for the MUSHRA test methodology
[17] specifies a post-screening method which excludes
subjects who assign a very high grade to a significantly
impaired anchor signal, and who frequently grade the
hidden reference as though it were significantly im-
paired. Specifically, a test subject should be excluded
from the final analysis if they rate the hidden reference
condition lower than a score of 90 for more than 15%
of the test items. As a result, 4 subjects were excluded
from the analysis as they rated the reference <90 for
over 15% of the tests (which in this case represents 4
individual tests) [17, 21].

6 Results and Analysis

The data collected for each test includes the type of
decoder, the virtual loudspeaker layout used, and sig-
nal type (i.e., drums, vocals, etc.), although only 3
tests contained more than one signal type (specifically
Localization accuracy, Source Distance, and Timbre).
As suggested by [22], boxplots are primarily used to
visualize and analyse the data here, rather than con-
fidence intervals. 1 Boxplots display the whole data,
convey skewness, and easily identify outliers. Confi-
dence intervals on the other hand only display the mean
and a multiple c of the standard error. It displays the
range of values for which a t-test of 0 difference would
fail to reject the null hypothesis at confidence level
corresponding to c (for example, for a large sample
size, c = 2 roughly implies a 95% confidence level).
A visual inspection of the medians and interquartile
ranges clearly indicated that the reference performed
better than all three decoders, for all attributes, apart
from locatedness. Similarly, the plots also indicated
that all three decoders outperformed the anchor for all
attributes, with the exception of locatedness for the
passive decoder and the 7.1.4 layout.

In addition, the data was also analysed using a Re-
peated Measures Analysis of Variance (rmANOVA) as
recommended by the ITU [17]. A mixed model [23]
with the subjects as random effects was also used, as
recommended by [24], but since the data has no miss-
ing values and is perfectly balanced, both methods gave
the exact same p-values. It should also be noted that the
presence of both dependent and independent samples
is here handled by the usage of a repeated measures
ANOVA / mixed effects model, as discussed in [22].

For the repeated measures ANOVA a three-way fit for
the spatial attributes which have more than one signal
was applied, and two-way fits were applied for the re-
maining attributes. Locatedness was not included due
to its violations of the ANOVA assumptions. However,
the box plot visualization for locatedness clearly indi-
cates that there is a strong interaction effect between
the loudspeaker layout and decoders, and that the 7.1.4
layout massively outperforms the Cube layout for lo-
catedness when using the active and hybrid decoders,
to the point where a hypothesis test of 0 difference was
not necessary.

1Data visualization in the form of boxplots of the scores separated
by the decoder, are available at
https://www.endabates.net/AmbiDecoderTestMethodPlots.html



In order to offset the compounding Type-I error the
Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the signifi-
cance threshold, with the aim of an experiment wide
Type-I error rate of 5%, as is standard. Starting with
this commonly accepted value of 5%, and then dividing
by the number of concurrent hypothesis tests running
(= (3×5)+(7×3) = 36), this results in a significance
threshold (rounding up slightly) of 0.0014.

The three-way ANOVAs indicate that Localisation ac-
curacy has the most significant discrepancy in scores
arising, with the decoder, signal, and interaction be-
tween decoder and speaker all showing significance (all
p-values <0.0001). The interaction between speaker
and signal is also very close to the threshold (p-value
0.0024). Timbre also displays significant speaker
and signal effects (p-values <0.0001). The two-way
ANOVAs indicate that for localisation accuracy, two
sources, close proximity, the interaction effect of the
loudspeaker layout and the decoders is significant (p-
value <0.0001). The independent loudspeaker lay-
out effect was also very close to significance in this
case (p-value 0.0016). The independent loudspeaker
layout effect does manage to breach the significance
threshold for the spatial impression tests and natural-
ness/presence tests (p-values 0.0005 and <0.0001).

As the ITU recommends [17], post-hoc analyses for
significant ANOVA results, such as Tukey’s Honest
Significant Difference test, should also be applied to
MUSHRA test data. This enables combinations of
factors to be contrasted to further explore which dif-
ferences are truly significant. Here this was achieved
using pairwise p-value plots, which use the Tukey ad-
justment to compute p-values for differences. As such,
smaller p-values imply a more significant difference.
As with the ANOVA, the significance threshold was
adjusted from the standard value of 0.05. Naive mul-
tiple comparison tests (such as multiple paired t-tests)
without adjusting the significance threshold can result
in an inflated error rate since every comparison has a
5% chance of type-I error [22]. Tukey tests circumvent
this problem by computing a p-value in such a way that
it accounts for the inflated error. However, as multiple
Tukey tests are conducted here, each with an error rate
equal to the significance threshold, a slightly reduced
value of 0.01 was used.

6.1 Discussion

For Localization accuracy, the box plot reveals that the
active and hybrid decoders perform well for the 7.1.4

layout achieving "good" quality for the drum signal,
and "good/excellent" for the voice signal. This distinc-
tion is less evident for the passive decoder, as can be
seen from the increased variability for both signal types,
with the drum signal achieving a rating of "poor/fair"
and the voice signal "fair/good". The results for both
signal types indicate little difference in performance
for the Cube layout for all three decoders, with all three
rated as "fair/good". The results of the Tukey HSD
test for localization accuracy indicate that for the 7.1.4
layout, the active and hybrid decoders could not be
distinguished for either signal type (p-values 1.000 and
0.9995), but both clearly outperform the passive de-
coder for the drum signal (p-value <0.0001) and the
voice signal (p-values 0.0005 and <0.0001) and this
layout.
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Fig. 5: Box plot - single source localization accuracy

The hybrid-7.1.4-voice combination performed sig-
nificantly better than hybrid-7.1.4-drums (p-value
0.0067), hybrid-cube-voice (p-value 0.0008), hybrid-
cube-drums (p-value <0.0001), active-cube-voice (p-
value 0.0013), hybrid-cube-voice (p-value 0.0008), and
various combinations of the passive decoder. The
active-7.1.4-voice combination performed similarly
well, but to a slightly lesser extent, namely outperform-
ing the active-cube-drums (p-value <0.0001), hybrid-
cube-drums (p-value 0.0003), and again various combi-
nations of the passive decoder. For the passive decoder,
significant differences are also apparent for the drum
signal and the 7.1.4 layout, with most other layouts and
decoders outperforming this configuration, suggesting
that the passive decoder struggled with the 7.1.4 layout
and particularly the drums signal, but also the voice sig-
nal to an extent. These results suggest that the hybrid



decoder marginally outperformed the active decoder
for localization accuracy. However, the general trend
is that both active and hybrid decoders outperformed
the passive decoder for the 7.1.4 layout for both signal
types, with a general improvement in performance for
voice over drums for all decoder types and this layout.
In contrast, for the Cube layout, little difference was
apparent for either signal or decoder type, with the per-
formance generally worse than the 7.1.4 layout for the
voice signal, most notably with the hybrid and active
decoders. Overall these results suggest that the active
and hybrid decoding methods provide some improve-
ments in localization accuracy for the 7.1.4 loudspeaker
layout, but this improvement is not evident for the less
ideal, yet still commonly used Cube layout.

The analysis revealed no significant differences or in-
teraction between decoders, or loudspeaker layout for
localization accuracy for two sources at diametrically
opposite positions, with all three decoders rated as
"good/excellent". In contrast, for localization accuracy
with two sources in close proximity, the 7.1.4 layout
obtained a score of "Good/Excellent" for the active de-
coder, and "Good" for the hybrid decoder, and with a
reduction in quality ("Fair/Good") for the Cube layout.
For the passive decoder, the opposite is the case, with
the Cube layout rated as "Good" while the 7.1.4 lay-
out is only rated as "Fair/Good". The Tukey HSD test
also indicates that both the active and hybrid decoders
significantly outperformed the passive decoder for the
7.1.4 layout (p-values 0.001 and <0.0001 respectively),
and also hybrid-cube (p-values 0.0068 and <0.0001
respectively). However, in addition the hybrid-7.1.4
combination also outperformed active-cube (p-value
0.0001). Much as with localization accuracy, this sug-
gests again that the hybrid and active decoding meth-
ods perform better with 7.1.4 layouts, compared to the
Cube, with a marginally greater improvement in perfor-
mance by the hybrid decoder for this layout, compared
to the Cube.

As mentioned previously, the distribution of data for
the locatedness test does not support ANOVA analysis.
However, the box plots illustrate the clearly apparent in-
teraction between the loudspeaker layout and decoder
type. For locatedness and the 7.1.4 layout, both the
hybrid and active decoders were rated as "excellent",
with both decoders centered very close to the highest
possible score of 100. For the passive decoder, 7.1.4
layout, locatedness was rated significantly worse as
only "Poor/Fair". In contrast, for the Cube layout, little

difference is evident between decoders, with all three
rated as "Fair", but a great deal of variability for both
the hybrid and active decoders. This result suggests the
active and hybrid decoding methods do indeed provide
the expected improvement in locatedness and the focus-
ing of sources when compared to traditional, passive
FOA decoding. However, this improvement is only evi-
dent in the 7.1.4 loudspeaker layout, and not the Cube.
The results suggest that both the active and hybrid de-
coders are largely indistinguishable from the reference
in this regard, at least for this particular layout.

The analysis revealed no significant differences be-
tween factors for source distance, with all being rated
as "good" or "good/excellent".

Similarly, no significant differences were indicated for
ensemble width, with the Cube layout rated as "good"
for all decoder types. For the 7.1.4 layout the hybrid
decoder was also rated as "good", and the passive and
active decoders as "good/excellent", although this dif-
ference was not statistically significant.

For spatial impression/envelopment the Cube layout
was rated as "good/excellent" for all decoder types. In
contrast, the 7.1.4 layout was rated as "good" for the
passive decoder, but only "fair/good" for the hybrid
and active decoders, although the analysis suggests
that there was no significant differences between de-
coder types. However, in the Tukey HSD test, all three
decoders and the Cube layout are quite close to the sig-
nificance threshold when compared to the hybrid-7.1.4
combination. In particular, the passive-cube (p-value
0.0104) and active-cube (p-value 0.0109) are extremely
close to the significance threshold, which perhaps ten-
tatively suggests a slight decrease in performance for
the hybrid-7.1.4 layout for this attribute, compared to
the other combinations.

Similarly for Naturalness/Presence, the Cube layout
was rated mostly as "good" for all decoder types,
while in contrast, the 7.1.4 layout was rated as only
"fair/good" for all three decoders. Notably, the hybrid-
7.1.4 combination was significantly different and out-
performed by all three decoders for the Cube layout,
specifically passive-cube (p-value 0.0025), active-cube
(p-value <0.0001), and hybrid-cube (p-value 0.0001).
The results for the active decoder were somewhat simi-
lar but to a lesser extent, with the active-7.1.4 revealed
to be significantly different and performed worse than
the active-cube combination (p-value 0.006). This
again suggests an improved performance with the Cube
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layout, compared to 7.1.4 for all decoder types for
this attribute, with a slightly greater decrease in per-
formance for the hybrid decoder with the 7.1.4 layout,
compared to the other decoders.

For Timbre and the Cube layout, the Vocal Group
stimulus was rated as "good/excellent" for all decoder
types, while the Anna Blanton Ensemble was rated as
"fair/good" for all three decoders. For the 7.1.4 lay-
out, the Vocal Group stimulus was rated as "good"
for the active and hybrid decoders, and "fair/good"
for the passive decoder, while the Anna Blanton En-
semble was rated as "fair/good" for all three decoders.
The results of the TUKEY HSD tests for timbre are
complex and so are only summarized here. However,
the results indicate that the Cube layout and vocal
group sample achieved significantly better results than
most other combinations. In addition, the 7.1.4 layout
and the Anna Blanton ensemble performed relatively
poorly, particularly for the active and hybrid decoders.
More specifically the active-7.1.4-ABensemble and
hybrid-7.1.4-ABensemble combinations were signif-
icantly worse than the cube-ABensemble combination
for both the active and passive decoders, and also the
hybrid-7.1.4-vocal group combination.

Notably, the two test signals used for the timbre tests
differed significantly. Specifically, the vocal group is
a direct, live recording using binaural and FOA mi-
crophones in a reverberant church, while the Anna
Blanton Ensemble was synthetically constructed using
anechoic instrument and voice signals, encoded using
HRIRs and FOA and combined with synthetic reverber-
ation. Therefore, it may be that this reduction in timbral
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quality was due to the process used to synthesize the
ensemble scene.

7 Conclusion

In summary, the overall results of the listening test indi-
cate no significant differences between the decoders, or
indeed the loudspeaker layout used for attributes such
as ensemble width and source distance. The results
clearly indicate that the hybrid and active decoding
methods outperformed traditional passive decoding for
certain attributes such as localization accuracy, with
single or multiple sources, and locatedness, but only
when the loudspeaker layout is well matched to this
decoding method (i.e. 7.1.4). These improvements are
not evident with the Cube layout however. In addition,
there is some evidence that this improvement in perfor-
mance for these attributes was marginally stronger for
the hybrid decoder, than the active decoder.

While no significant differences were revealed between
decoders for timbre, spatial impression/envelopment, or
naturalness/presence, the Cube layout was rated higher
than the 7.1.4 layout (although only for one signal type
in the case of timbre) for these attributes. In addi-
tion, the hybrid decoder suffered a marginally greater
reduction in performance than the active decoder for
the 7.1.4 layout for naturalness/presence, and to lesser
extent for spatial impression/envelopment. However,
overall the result suggest a general trend for an im-
proved performance for the Cube layout compared to
the 7.1.4 layout for all three decoders. This perhaps
suggests a slight trade-off between improvements in lo-
calization and focusing of sources, and other attributes,
particularly those related to the impression of the room



or environment. In future tests, particularly those using
real loudspeaker reproduction, it may be worth inves-
tigating different 2D and 3D loudspeaker layouts to
determine if these results are also apparent in this con-
text. It should also be noted that a negative influence of
the generic HRTFs and lack of headphone equalization
on attributes cannot be discounted.

In conclusion, the results of this initial phase of the
project suggest a number of considerations in terms
of the design of a test methodology for Ambisonic de-
coders. Firstly, while tests such as this can involve
a very large number of different perceptual attributes,
decoder configurations, and test signals, clearly some
rationalizations of these many factors are needed to
reduce the overall test duration. In this regard, the con-
sistent results uncovered here for the different decoders
between different sets of attributes, suggest that this re-
duced list of test attributes was a suitable choice, with a
manageable duration and encompassing most of the rel-
evant factors to a reasonable degree. However, the lack
of significant differences reported for two attributes in
particular, namely source distance and ensemble width,
perhaps suggest that these attributes may be discounted
in future tests, if necessary.

Overall, the results suggest there are both benefits and
drawbacks to the use of headphone reproduction for the
comparative assessment of the performance of different
Ambisonic decoding methods. The clear benefit to this
approach consists in the ability to create suitable ref-
erence signals for comparison, which is much simpler
in this context than for loudspeaker reproduction. In
addition, the use of the same HRIRs (whether using
actual HRIRs or direct microphone recordings and vir-
tual loudspeaker rendering) for the creation of both the
reference and decoded test signals appears to be a valid
approach, as evidenced by the reported and perhaps
expected improvement in performance for the hybrid
and active decoders for certain attributes such as local-
ization and locatedness, when compared to traditional
decoding methods. One notable result in this regard is
the reported differences in performance between the
two loudspeaker layouts. The better performance of the
active and hybrid decoders for the 7.1.4 layout suggests
that the choice of loudspeaker layout is highly signifi-
cant for such decoding methods. In addition, the better
performance for the Cube layout for all decoders for
spatial impression/envelopment, naturalness/presence,
and to a certain extent timbre was an interesting result.

It should also be noted that further improvements to
the use of headphone reproduction in such test method-
ologies could potentially be applied, and may reveal
further distinctions between the decoding methods. In
particular, the use of headphone equalization, head-
tracking, and potentially personalized HRIRs may help
to reveal subtle distinctions in performance, which were
not revealed here. However, these features were not
practically realizable at this time due to constraints as-
sociated with the Covid lockdown and the necessity
of an online listening test. In addition, the use of per-
sonalized HRIRs would make the use of recorded test
signals significantly more complex, and logistically
highly demanding, perhaps unrealistically so. More
generally, it cannot be discounted that other, subtle
differences in performance, for example between the
hybrid and active decoders, were masked to an extent
by the headphone-based reproduction method. There-
fore a similar test using loudspeaker reproduction is
planned for the next part of this project. The most
notable challenge in designing such a test is certainly
the design and capture of a suitable reference signal,
something which is far more challenging in this context
when compared to headphone reproduction. Nonethe-
less, the results reported here represent a valuable first
step, particularly in terms of the choice of perceptual at-
tributes to be evaluated. In addition, the specific results
presented here did reveal some important differences
in performance between the different decoders, and
suggest a number of avenues for future research and
the development of a standardized test methodology
for the assessment of Ambisonics rendering quality.
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